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foreword 

With this report we—the authors—hope to stimulate dialog on “next steps” for moving 

the built environment toward a more sustainable future. These next steps involve all of us 

who own, plan, design, furnish, manage and construct buildings. We offer some ideas 

and a vision about the ways in which today’s typical approach to sustainable design— 

and to the creation of built environments in general—can and should be expanded for 

the benefit of the clients, occupants, and all others who are affected by our activities. 

But most of all, we invite you and others who are pursuing more holistic approaches to 

share their experiences and insights and help us all learn more about what needs to be 

done, and how to do it. 

A fter setting the stage and providing some background, we lay out our thinking about 

reframing priorities and getting to what ’s important. We then get into the question of 

implementing these ideas from two perspectives: 1) Building demand and capabilities, and 

2) New approaches to the built (and natural) environment. In both of these areas, we hope 

that you, the rea der, will contribute with your thoughts, perspectives, and experiences. 

This report and its accompanying website (http://gyre.buildinggreen.com) are only the 

beginning, and your contributions can help them grow and evolve into a book (or series 

of books?), an annual think-tank gathering, or something we have yet to envision. 
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setting the stage 

In spite of a growing environmental awareness worldwide, the Earth ’s natural systems appear to 
be in steep decline. Relatively new threats, such as global warming and persistent bioaccumula
tive pollutants, have joined a host of older problems, including overpopulation, desertification, 
and the loss of arable land. 

R ecognizing that the design and construction of buildings has a significant impact on many of 
these issues, the green building movement has evolved to address these concerns. Since the 
1970s there has been a concerted effort to understand how buildings may contribute to environ
mental problems, and to find ways to minimize those adverse impacts. By linking global and 
regional environmental concerns with direct benefits to building occupants and financial ga ins 
for building owners, the green building movement has ga ined significant momentum. However, 
today's green buildings typica lly represent only an incremental improvement over conventiona l 
practice.The state of the planet demands more ra dical ga ins. 

green building circa 2005 

O ver the past 30 years, “green building” has grown from an idea pursued by a sma ll group of 
innovative architects, designers, and environmenta lists to a concept that has been adopted by 
many government agencies and ma instream companies. During this period, practitioners and 
researchers have worked to define the field, develop and test strategies and technologies, learn 
what works and what doesn ’t and under what conditions, and develop tools and resources to 
communicate this knowledge to a wider audience and improve our ability to make the right 
choices.These efforts have been carried out in the United States and around the world.There 
are now green building rating systems in many countries, including LEED ® in the U. S.There are 
a lso tools to assist architects, engineers, and designers; databases to provide environmental life 
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cycle assessment information and other data needed to run the tools. Fina lly, there are integrat
ed design processes to encourage owners, architects, engineers, and other participants to work 
more effectively together. 

The evolution of the green building movement has followed a trajectory from a narrow focus, pri
marily on energy efficiency, to the integration of more subsystems and the expanded use of sys
tems thinking. People who initia lly came to green building with a particular interest, such as envi
ronmenta lly preferable building materia ls or low energy use, began to ask broa der questions and 
to explore the relationships of their particular interest to other aspects of the design.This expan
sion of boundaries continues, to the whole building, the whole site, the community, and beyond. 

S o, what can we say about the status of green building in the U. S. in 2005? A lthough there are no 
clear data to indicate the extent to which green building has taken hold in the U. S., we know that 
Federa l, state, and local government agencies have instituted policies mandating or providing 
incentives for green building and elements of green design; more than 300 projects have been 
certified by LEED ® and more than 2,100 are registered; thousands more projects have been 
designed using the LEED ® checklist as guidance; more than 28,000 people have attended LEED ® 

workshops and over 21,000 have become LEED ® A ccredited Professiona ls; more than 9,000 peo
ple attended the U. S. Green Building Council ’s Greenbuild conference in November 2005; green 
buildings are featured in ma instream television shows and newspaper articles; many green 
building newsletters, magazines, journa ls, books are in circulation as well as websites and CDs 
(a Google search on “green building” yielded more than 1 million hits). At the same time, the 
majority of buildings continue to be built with little or no regard to “green - ness”. A lthough they 
might include energy efficiency measures as a future cost saving device and water conserving 
fixtures to meet legal requirements, they ignore other aspects of green design. A nd, most owners 
are unwilling to incur increased first costs for a green building, even if those costs could be 
recouped quickly. 
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The U. S. Green Building Council ’s L E ED ® R ating System has played a key role in beginning this 
market transformation. Since its initial promulgation, L E ED ® has evolved into a suite of rating 
systems that now covers new and existing commercial buildings and their interiors, while new 
L E ED ® rating systems are under development for core and shell, homes, and neighborhoods. In 
a ddition, L E ED ® is being refined to address specific applications, such as hea lth care facilities 
and reta il facilities. Other rating and assessment systems, produced by government agencies, 
universities, associations, and private organizations, have also been developed for specific 
cities, states, or market sectors.Tools and resources for energy modeling, product specification, 
and design assistance are ava ilable; guidance is also ava ilable on integrated design processes 
and conducting green charrettes. 

I nnovators continue to push beyond our current notions of best practice to imagine and experi
ment with the next generation of approaches. As more and more design teams are using an 
integrated design process to optimize performance and cost of building and site systems, 
innovative practitioners are asking deeper questions: If integrated design means effective 
integration of the multiple systems engaged in a bui ld i ng, how far do we go in embracing other 
social and natural systems that affect and are affected by the building ’s life? What does it 
mean to achieve a “tota lly” integrated and optimized building? A nd, importantly, is this 
enough — can we reach a society that is susta inable and equitable, using this mental frame
work and approach? 

We are not routinely measuring the effectiveness of our efforts — we do not know if the per
formance of green buildings meets our expectations or the needs of the planet for a susta in-
able future. Most of us agree, however, that our current efforts fa ll far short of what is needed. 
O ur current approaches are focused on reducing negative impacts. They can be characterized 
as “doing less damage” or “doing damage less quickly.”They beg the question, is achieving 
even 100% less damage good enough? 

“how far do
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C urrent green building goa ls are typica lly characterized in terms of relative improvement over 
conventional practice, as in “30% energy savings compared with an AS H R AE 90.1 baseline.” 
B eyond this relative improvement model, is a vaguely understood idea of susta inability, where 
any negative impacts from our projects are somehow within the capacity of natural systems 
to absorb and mitigate indefinitely. But even that goal has two questionable implications: 1) 
that the current state of natural systems is good enough, and should be susta ined; and 2) that ? 

the built environment will always exist in opposition 
to natural systems. A re we rea lly constra ined by 
these implications?  One way to illustrate this idea 
is shown to the left. 

The goal of this report is to look beyond conven
tional understandings of “green” or “susta inable ” 
design, into the rea lm beyond relative improve
ments and reductions of harmful side effects. We 
don ’t cla im to have any specific technological or 
architectural solutions for getting to that rea lm, 
but we have some thoughts about processes that 
might lead us in the right direction. 

“we have some thoughts
about processes that

might lead us in the right
d i r e c t i o n ” 
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our approach 

An integrated design process is now widely recognized as the most effective 
means of delivering a green building within a budget. Bringing the entire project 
team together early in the process is essential for optimizing the synergies with
in building systems and avoiding overdesign, unnecessary redundancy, waste, 
and additional cost. But even this integrated design approach often sets its 
sights too low. Low - impact, efficient, and functional buildings still presuppose a 
lot of environmental damage, and fa il to ask meaningful questions about whether 
it is sufficient to merely minimize that damage. 

A fter almost a deca de of experience with green building assessment and rating 
systems, such as L E ED ® ( U. S. Green Building Council ’s Green Design Rating 
S ystem), BREEAM (a rating system in the U.K.), and the GBTool (an internation
al green metric and benchmark system), we still understand amazingly little 
about some fundamental questions : 
• H ow much better are green buildings, ecologica lly, socia lly and economica lly, 

than conventional buildings ? 
• What is the role of rating systems and performance metrics tools in encouraging and ma in

ta ining improvements ? 
• What does it take to susta in the performance of a green building, and its relation to natura l 

and social systems, over time ? 
• What design and project delivery approaches have the greatest potency for creating build

ings that stretch towards their ultimate potentia l, moving beyond susta inability to cata lyze 
restorative and regenerative ecologic relationships ? 

• C an buildings and human development participate in a hea lthy manner with the place they 
inhabit? 
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The rating and assessment systems currently in use are proving effective at moving the build
ing industry from conventional practice to a greener approach. As practices evolve, we need 
to be looking further ahea d, toward a vision for the built environment that is not limited by the 
para digms of the current building industry.This vision must expand beyond the idea of a build
ing as a fixed end - point, toward a more fluid understanding of project design, construction, 
and operation as they relate to susta inability and regenerative relationships. 

expand beyond 
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starting the conversation 

K icking off this exploration, a group of lea ding susta inable design practitioners and thinkers 
gathered at the Pocantico Conference Center in April 2005 for a workshop on “Expanding Our 
Approach.”This event was sponsored by the U. S. General Services A dministration and sup
ported by the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.The group explored various ways of engaging in 
building and in the integrated design process that might lead to revolutionary, rather than evo
lutionary, ga ins, including place - based design, living systems ana lysis, and inte
gral thinking. A port - of - entry station in Northern NewYork, currently 
being designed for GSA, provided a sample project as a basis of dis
cussion for some of these ideas. Participants were asked to bring 
important questions about their practices that were uppermost in “ ‘Doing less harm’ is
their minds and were encouraged to share ideas freely as part of an simply not enough” 
open exploration of the topic at the workshop. As the workshop 
evolved, the dia log was framed by these two broad questions : 

• What is the nature of change being ca lled for in our industry ? 
• What has the greatest potency to cata lyze this change? 

key visions 

The theme of the gathering was “expanding our approach ” — for most participants, this inter
est has been driven by a fundamental shift over time in our views of what is important. We 
came to the workshop having reached the rea lization that improving our technological fixes, 
even when accompanied by an integrated design process, is not sufficient for the magnitude 
of change that will be needed for susta ining, restoring, or regenerating our communities and 
our planet. “Doing less harm” is simply not enough. 
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There were many commona lities to the thinking that has been evolving within the group and 
was expressed at the workshop : 

• M oving away from a tota lly human - centric view of the world, 
• U nderstanding the synergism between nature and human nature, 
• Appreciating the interconnectedness of the whole, 
• U sing principles of living systems to approach our work, 
• S eeing ourselves as continual learners and avoiding hubris, 
• E ncouraging dia log and asking deeper questions, and 
• R ecognizing the role of spirit and love in everything we do. 

These elements permeated the dia log during the meeting, lea ding to insights on current and 
future approaches and tools. One key thought was that current tools need to be linked to the 
core va lues that nearly all of us share, such as care for our families, other people, and the other 
species with which we share this planet.This explicit connection with these va lues is missing 
from many of today ’s green building efforts. As a result, these efforts and tools don ’t motivate 
us, don ’t stir passions, don ’t create a movement with a large following. 

At Pocantico participants struggled to articulate a coherent vision for the future of the built envi
ronment. A working draft of this group ’s vision statement is : 

“All buildings grow out of and refl ect the uni que character of their place and are an integ ral, value 
adding, reciprocal member of the liv ing system of whi ch they are a part .” 

In this future vision, buildings and projects will be cata lysts for creating more resilient and hea lthy 
ecosystems. Buildings and their communities will produce and tra de their own energy, water, and 
food, and manage their own wastes.The buildings will be cultura lly “of their place” and beautiful ; 
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they will have meaning to their occupants and the community so they will be loved for genera
tions. Building materia ls will be largely biobased and compostable. Buildings will learn and will 
encourage learning in their occupants.This type of building will be the norm rather than the 
exception; everyone will have access to this type of building for work, living, and play. A complete 
list of the visions proposed during a bra instorming session about buildings in 2050 is ava ilable on 
the website: http : / / gyre. buildinggreen. com / sessions / thursam 1 / Thurs AM 1 asumm. html 

M oving toward this vision means increasing the hea lth - generating capacity of the whole — grow
ing resilience through greater vita lity, viability, and capacity for evolution.This process has drivers 
that are positive and negative, internal and externa l. Intrinsic drivers include humans’ innate bio
philia and the power of our connection to place. Extrinsic drivers include politics, economics, envi
ronment, technology, and culture / society. Examples of these extrinsic drivers include economies 
that do not reflect rea lity, resource shortages, climate change, inequity, and insecurity that will 
likely increase in the future. 

In envisioning instruments for effecting transformations needed, we focused less on technology 
and more on creating processes and tools to support a new way of thinking. Education and com
munication are at the center of these processes, to reinforce va lues, provide information lea ding 
to knowledge and understanding, and tra in people so that they can participate effectively in a 
new para digm. 

P roject teams will need to be integrated, holistic, creative learning environments with no “discon
nects”. A lso critical are processes for community - driven design that reflect community va lues 
and understanding of that place. Eco - maps could help communities understand inventories and 
flows; intelligence centers could demonstrate place - based approaches and strategies. 

“M oving

toward this
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means
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the health 

generating
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framing the conversation 

We recognized that there were three broa d, interrelated 
areas that needed to be addressed to expand our 
approach, which are illustrated in the diagram to the 
left.This diagram was created during the introductory 
session of the workshop, as a way of integrating the 
range of core questions that participants offered. 

We shared a sense of goa ls and vision for a more 
susta inable future. A lthough we didn ’t all use the 
same words, there was considerable agreement at a 
deeper level.There was also broad agreement on 
what is needed to move us closer to these goa ls. In 
other words, we believe that there is agreement on a 
general direction and the broad outlines of a very 
inclusive path toward that direction, recognizing that 
this is not a linear process but one that spira ls up and 
loops back, always learning and evolving. 

moving closer 
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getting to what ’s importan t 

This chapter and the one that follows describe what might look like a logical sequence. 

In practice, however, they are not so readily separated. For many individuals and groups 

it is the very process of getting to what’s important (the subject of this chapter) that cre

ates the motivation and capabilities needed to make it happen (the subject of the next 

chapter). At the same time, getting to what’s important is a large part of how one might 

go about making it happen, so in an actual process these two aspects are more simulta

neous or iterative than they are sequential.The linear nature of a written document, 

however, requires that we put one before the other. 

goals and vision 

Our goals and values, our hopes and aspirations—our view of what’s important—shape 

our efforts to improve our practice and provide the foundation for expanding our 

approaches. So, our dialog must start here—thinking about why change is needed and 

what we hope to achieve before getting to what we are doing and how we are doing it. 

There seems to be general agreement that we hope to evolve toward: 

• Preserving, restoring, and supporting regeneration of the planet for future genera

tions, and promoting the health and well-being of all species. 

• Recognizing our interconnections with the whole of life—the web of life—not just 

intellectually but in a deeper sense so that it transforms how we live. 

• Facilitating and encouraging the development of informed, value-based communities 
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that work—that have quality of life, health, happiness, and equity while promoting the 

regenerative capacity and vitality of the local environment and the planet as a whole. 

• Designing, constructing, and managing buildings that grow out of and reflect the char

acteristics and conditions of their place and are integral, value-adding members of the 

living systems of which they are a part. 

These goals lead us to a vision for the future of our engagement with the built and natu

ral environment in the form of movement from greening goals through sustainability tar

gets to restorative and regenerative design. Graphically, this movement can be seen as 

an ever-expanding spiral, or “gyre”, that encompasses a growing range of stakeholders, 

areas of influence, and potential sources of energy, inspiration, and direction. 

16 
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deeper systems thinking 

The basic foundation for this evolution is systems thinking. The “whole” of systems 

thinking moves us beyond mechanics into a world that is activated by those elements of 

the system that participate in complex inter-relationships—natural systems, human 

social systems, and the motivating forces behind their actions—call it spirit, will, emo

tion, values, and so on. Everything is connected—in the act of building design we are 

inextricably engaged in direct and indirect reciprocal influence in the immediate com

munity (place) and the planetary systems we are part of. 

It is helpful to think about some of the basic systems that we need to address to achieve a 

susta inable condition. One set of systems nested within the whole are ecology and human 

society (economic systems are a further subset of social sys

tems). Others include physical systems and systems of va lues and 

motivations. On one hand, it is somewhat cava lier to simply say 

we need to be focused on the whole. On the other hand, breaking 

the whole system into many manageable pieces is a sure way to 

miss the mark by not understanding the larger context. 

An integrated design process, by definition, will address all 

these systems in a way that helps us understand that these are 

not separate pieces but parts of the whole; the whole process of 

living systems; the processes of life. Western society has a hard time with moving 

beyond immediate cause and effect thinking. We rarely exercise the patience to analyze 

“ We rarely
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beyond one


level of

hierarchy ”
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our “systems” beyond one level of hierarchy. The deeper level of systems design 

embraces the need to understand the relationships to a number of connected parts. 

These relationships are, in effect, invisible to all the participants in the system. A level of 

caring (spirit, value, empathy, long term self interest) is needed to be able to consider 

the complex web of complications or opportunities that a decision that is made on a site 

or in a building can have—remembering that sustainable economics are a logical result 

of good design and must be included in any decision involving deep systems analysis. 

We need to ask ourselves how these various types of systems inter-relate and the possi

bilities of better integration. It is necessary to think beyond the industrial model of 

“manageable uniformity” (in the words of the late John T. Lyle) and understand and 

respond to the unique rhythms and patterns of the many ecosystems, bioregions, and 

human cultures that are the base condition of the unique places we inhabit. It is neces

sary to understand the nested relationships of smaller to larger ecological systems. 

It is interesting that most of our efforts in the green building movement have not been 

focused on the whole or on the basic systems of sustainability’s three-legged stool, but 

have been primarily focused on technical systems, which are the interface between nat

ural and social systems. We need to shift our focus in design to the prime resources that 

produce our resulting technologies and shelter. In other words, on our journey to achieve 

a sustainable condition we ought to be focused on the basic foundations rather than the 

byproducts. 
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Some of these basics are: 

•	 We A re N atur e. The first step toward systems thinking and regenerative design is to rea lly 

understand ourselves as integral with nature.This means understanding our past relationship 

to nature and the potential of this relationship in the future.The western view of humans as 

separate from nature must ultimately change for our species to survive. We need to get 

beyond the widely held belief that we are only capable of doing harm to natural systems.This 

shift doesn't give humans justification to destroy living systems, or to abandon the protection 

and care of wild places. It will allow us to see ourselves as partners with other 

living systems, seeking the deeper roles and exciting possibilities of co - evolu

tionary relationships— relationships whose end results or outcomes are not 

controlled or predetermined by humans for strictly human ends.This under

standing of interconnectedness is essential if we are to create regenerative 

systems that will empower a more abundant future. 

• C hange I s . Within this new worldview, change is inevitable and the only cer

ta inty is surprise. By its nature, energy moves, producing change. Paula 

U nderwood put it in A Nat ive A merican Worldvie w : “ The indigenous scientific approach under

stands Universe — or A llThings — as constantly in motion. Even particles are ‘dancing,’ alrea dy 

moving toward the Flow State.” A group of ecologists writing about resilience and susta inable 

development put it another way: “We are facing ‘permanent white - waters’ which demands 

strategies for adaptation to uncerta inty…” (Scientific Background Paper on Resilience for the 

process of the World Summit on Susta inable Development on beha lf ofThe Environmenta l 

A dvisory Council to the Swedish Government, April 16, 2002) 
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•	 L ifeWa nts to Unfold into Greater Resil ie nce . N ature appears to unfold as a result of uncount

able interactions between countless actors, in relationships that change and evolve constantly 

at every sca le from the atomic, to the micro - organism, to the living individua ls, to communities, 

to the global and beyond. Diverse relationships give systems resilience: the ability to absorb 

the effects of change without fa lling apart.They have the capability, the depth, to withstand 

the shocks and blows of disturbance. Like a tree that bends in the wind instead of breaking, 

they respond with flexibility to fluctuations and ma inta in their integrity.The greater their 

resilience, the larger the disturbance they can withstand. 

• Div ersity Needs Relations hips. The va lue of diversity is only manifested in the presence of rela

tionships — the open flow of information and resources through the links in a network. Without 

this capacity to co - operate, diversity can become a source of friction, conflict, and even vio

lence. So variation in co - operative relationships, not just of elements, is key to resilience. 

• Resil ie nce Mak esDist urba nces into Opport unities. D isturbance can become an engine of 

learning and innovation if resilience is present. Life wants to unfold into more complex net

works.When greater depths of resilience exist, a system can not only susta in itself (ma inta in 

existing levels of complexity while ma inta ining its essential integrity within a changing environ

ment), it creates the threshold conditions within which the system can evolve itself to more 

complex levels. Developing the capacity for resilience is necessary for a system to then devel

op the capacity to move toward a regenerative state—a state that goes beyond susta inability 

in that it fosters learning and innovation to a degree that allows a shift or transformation into a 

more complex phase of evolution. 

— bullets extracted from Brattleboro Food Coop report: Mang, Marvick, Murphy, Reed. 
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new mental models 

We recognize that there are limits to what we can do through our projects in the built 

environment—but we can (and should) do what is possible to move toward this future. 

How do we do that? First and foremost, we need a different mindset or mental model. 

While most of us feel we are systems designers by the nature of our work in delivering 

complex buildings, we are working with a very narrow view of the “system” with which 

we’re interacting. If we simply think of the parts and their 

connections that make a larger functioning whole—this is 

simple systems design.	 “ we need a different mindset 
or men tal model.” 

We need a mental model that is able to look at systems in 

a more complex way. Instead of looking at just the physical 

elements of the building, the invisible connections 

between the elements need to be understood, as do the connections between the build

ing and its social and ecological environments.These invisible connections and patterns, 

for example, may be manifest in the downstream impact of toxins in building materials, 

the multiple efficiency and cost relationships between the many variables in an HVAC 

system and the building envelope, or the impact on social systems due to logging prac

tices or any raw material extraction. 

Similarly, when it comes to building capabilities and motivating actions, systems think

ing as a way of working is necessary, but it must be approached in a holistic, connected 

way. If left as an isolated concept, systems design is insufficient to help us address the 
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deep issues of engaging people. It is the people in a project who are required to realize 

the mechanics of systems thinking. 

If we begin to think about systems as having a purpose or a qua lity we begin to 

move beyond simple mechanistic design. “Design” implies that there is a purpose. 

A mechanical approach may be portrayed as, “what we are doing.” A deeper 

approach ra ises the issue to a more critical level, “Why are we doing this” or “How 

are we thinking about the issue?” Systems thinking must have a purpose and a 

sought - qua lity behind it or the result may be a better system for doing destructive 

things. 

This mental model, based on deeper systems thinking, will help us shift from a culture 

that is disposed to view parts and pieces to also see the whole. Reframing our perspec

tive is necessary because we have to overcome certain habits. We have been trained to 

look at the pieces as relevant and significant because they can be directly understood 

and directed. Shifting to the “whole” requires us to iterate the pieces with the many 

connections that influence their performance relative to the whole. The essential pur

pose is, of course, to shift our design culture to one that can iterate quickly between the 

pieces and the whole. This will allow us to practice sustainability in its true context—the 

whole of the health of the planet with all its participants. 

The best green projects have been successful not because of adding technology and 

products to the building, but because the project teams had the willingness to focus 

on the environmental issues — and the invisible and critical connections — as essen
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tial to the success of the design. They had the willingness to ask deeper questions, 

not just about potential environmental damage but also about the potential beneficia l 

relationships between ALL the systems in the 

building, site and region and to explore the 

many different ways to reach toward better “ . . . consciously becoming
ecological integration. The environmental con

cerns were not secondary, nor were they domi- a member again, rejoining the
nant, just an integral part of the design. community of life.” 

Deep sustainability requires a shift in thinking 

and in language, as most modern languages lack words to describe humans as an inte

gral element within nature. And most of the terminology of the "green" or "sustainable" 

building and development movement blurs rather than sharpens our understanding of 

the challenge we face. The term “regenerative” is useful because it suggests the self 

organizing, self healing and self-evolving properties of living systems. Another useful 

term, “re-integration”, offers a meaning that might be akin to re-membering—which can 

have three meanings here: recalling a past state, re-awakening to something we already 

know, or perhaps most important, consciously becoming a member again, rejoining the 

community of life. 

The challenge is not just technological. It requires altering assumptions, attitudes, and 

understanding. Across the disciplines—from physics, to natural resource management, 

to farming, to economics—a shift in the way we see the world is underway. It can be 

summed up as a shift from seeing the world as a machine composed of parts, to seeing 
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the world as a self-organized continuously evolving living being composed of other self-

organized living beings, nested in relationships with each other. It invites us to move 

from our current view of standing apart from and using nature to being part of, partici

pating, and co-evolving with nature. 

Thus, our mental model is changing in light of recognizing the nature of life — the ultimate, 

but rarely focused on, purpose of susta inability. We are slowly shifting from a fascination 

with technology as our focus for achieving susta inability to a recognition of our inextricable 

integration with the complex systems of life. 

Our mental models work in the realm of how we recognize and address cultural and per

sonal values, spirit, will, and so on. Our mental models organize and determine how we 

use tools and technologies. 

This runs counter to much of our current 

approach. We, in the building business, 

are genera lly material oriented in our 

approach to design. This is understand

able because we utilize a pa lette of prod-

u cts and tec hniques to produce our build

ings. However products and techniques 

are of limited va lue if seen only as things 

that are added to a building to make it 

green. In addition, the ava ilability and 

expa nded by Bill Reed from an idea by Barb ra Bats halom 
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performance characteristics of products are typica lly in a state of flux — especia lly in the


current state of green market evolution. Concentrating on these alone as the knowledge


base for green building we find ourselves in a continuous game of catch up, as well as


spending more money to produce a building. 


O vercoming this cha llenge requires changing the design process to utilize tools, now widely


ava ilable, that enable us to make decisions based on optimizing the performance and costs of


the whole building, as a system, rather than focusing on the equipment, materia ls, and products


that will be used. Energy modeling programs, Life Cycle A ssessment, L E ED ®, scientific indica


tors of ecological hea lth — are examples of such tools and measurement systems. With these


tools we can more adequately eva luate products, techniques, habitat hea lth, water system


hea lth, and building massing / orientation / zoning at the conceptual phase of the design process ;


when opportunities are greatest for significant cost and performance improvements.


To use the tools in a timely and meaningful way we must change the process of design.


C hanging the process to one that embraces the larger reaches of system design is the most dif


ficult — because change is hard; and changing the complex relationships of practitioners,


builders, suppliers, and customers is even more difficult than changing one profession in the


building industry.


For substantive change to take place in the process of building it is necessary for us to under


stand the techniques and process that will shift the client and design team ’s mental model.


Va lues, core purpose, and the resulting “will” are underplayed categories of leverage in the


design field.These “soft” concepts powerfully relate to and help to rea lize the most effective


thinking and design.


“ Values, 
core 

purpose,
and the 

resulting
‘ will” are 

underplayed
c ategories
of leverage

in the design
field.” 
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mindful response 

In practice, shifts in mental frameworks, paradigms, and the nature of practice rein

force one another. As society demands more responsible, effective, and reasoned solu

tions to a degrading quality of life the professions will be better prepared to respond; 

and as the building industry grows to manifest the benefits of more fully integrated 

design, society will accept these increasingly sophisticated levels of practice as a stan

dard level of care. 
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making it happen 

The ideas and vision discussed above are compelling because they represent such a dra

matic departure from our usual way of working. But that difference also creates a chal

lenge: how to realize these ideas in our buildings and communities? That challenge is 

addressed here in two interdependent parts: 

• B uilding demand and capabilities : 

The first of these is about building demand and capabilities. It involves communication 

in its broadest sense, including education, changing mental models, expanding world-

views, and co-learning. The questions behind this challenge include: How do we 

encourage others to join us in this journey? How do we motivate project teams, cus

tomers, government agencies, and manufacturers to think beyond the traditional 

process? How do we share our experience and learn from one another? How do we 

develop the capabilities and tools we need to effect change on a larger scale? 

• N ew approaches to the built environment : 

The second part is about how to implement these ideas in our work with buildings and 

the built environments. Questions behind this part include: What should we be doing in 

our projects that differs from conventional practice? What difference does this make 

to the outcome? 

This chapter presents some thoughts to begin the dialog, examples of new approaches 

for the built environment and for communication, and provides a mechanism for you to 

add your ideas and work. 
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building demand and capabilities 
Effective communication is at the heart of expanding this work beyond a relatively small 

circle, and this expansion is crucial to our future. The goal will be to create a demand for 

new approaches to the built environment as well as capabilities for making it happen. 

• We need to motivate project teams to use new a

tools to enable them to do so 

• We need to reach out to others 

• We need to be able to learn from one another 

pproaches and provide the skills and 

To be truly effective, this communication will need to go beyond provision of information 

and tools, and current concepts of marketing or promotion. Since our new approaches 

are based on changes in our mental models, it will need to address our mindsets—how 

we think about our work and our relationship to other people, community, and the planet. 

This is not a simple task. Some would say that it is impossible, but we are more opti

mistic. We have seen the process of integrated design move into mainstream architec

ture, a shift that required a significant change in approach and perspective. We have 

also seen dramatic mindset changes within society in relation to other issues, such as 

civil rights. Change is possible, but it takes time. 

The nature of communication needed will depend to some extent on the answers to 

questions such as—how much of our new approaches can be “codified” into tools and 

how much will depend on skilled facilitators and knowledgeable participants? Does 

everyone need to “get it” or is it enough for some people to go along with the process? 

How much time does it take and are people willing to commit this time? 
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How do we create an environment in which change can occur? People need to get 

beyond the current, all-too-prevalent attitude of “just tell me what to do and I’ll do it” 

coupled with “I don’t have time for this.” We need to provide a context that encourages 

people to ask questions. When people are willing to ask questions, they are ready to 

explore new frameworks and see themselves and their work from a different perspec

tive. In general, people truly learn when they are curious enough to ask. They then 

become “available” to listen or find the answers themselves. 

And, importantly, communication is not one-way. We do not pretend to have The 

Answers. Communication concepts and issues presented here are intended to open dia

log and invite new perspectives and different ideas. 

Our exploration of key facets of communication has raised more questions than it has 

provided answers. 

• Education, building knowledge and awareness (for adults as well as children). How 

do we help people develop the ability to ask better questions and use better process

es? This can be in formal settings but what innovations in mentoring, teams, etc. can 

be used? Co-learning and experiential learning have proved to be most effective— 

walk people through an experience and they “get it”. How do we get people in the 

building industry to take the time to see the value and to do this? 

• Tools, training, and technology transfer. This is where we have been putting much of 

our effort and it’s important but not enough. What types of different skills will be need
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“ what can 
we learn


from those

who


have been

successful

in creating


‘ movemen ts ’

and


changing

the way

people

think ? ”


ed for these different approaches? How will we train facilitators to lead the question

ing process (and what types of facilitators will be needed)? Should everyone have a 

better understanding of the process? What types of tools will be needed? How much 

can be “codified” into tools and how do we communicate the remainder? What topics 

will we be exploring that are new to us and therefore lack tools? 

• Marketing and promotion. Where have current models of “selling” green building fall

en short and where have they been successful? Which of our assumptions about target 

audiences have been accurate or helpful and which ones have not? What different 

models could help us improve our ability to reach target audiences? What is the role of 

opinion leaders and who are they? In particular, what can we learn from those who 

have been successful in creating “movements” and changing the way people think? 

• Feedback loops, listening, and lessons learned. How can we establish a learning, 

evolving, ever-changing field? How do we continue to ask and refine our questions? 

How do we keep our approaches and tools updated and always updating? How do we 

communicate our lessons without overwhelming one another with yet more informa

tion? How do we set up mechanisms that encourage and facilitate collaboration, 

exchange of ideas and questions, and open ongoing dialog? 

An overarching question is the nature of the change we seek — if we are simply seeking 

an incremental change in behavior, more modest forms of communication might be effec

tive. If, on the other hand, we are seeking changes in the ways in which people identify 
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and put their va lues to work, the ways in which they view the world and their place in it, 

and other more “systemic” changes, communications of a different sort will be needed. 

The fundamental question is what will move people to change their willingness to embrace 

new approaches to green design? It is easy to ta lk about systems but it is difficult for those 

who are accustomed to simple cause - and - effect thinking to make the transition to this more 

complex level of thinking.The most effective way to do this is through experiential learning. 

B ut this is usua lly not in the scope of work for the typical project — even a green design proj

ect that uses the charrette process. It is difficult to expla in the need for this to a client who 

may be interested in a green design process but doesn ’t rea lly understand what it can 

enta il.The incorporation of this level of coaching and tra ining in a design process depends 

on the boldness and / or sa les ability of the prime design lea der or it may have to wa it until an 

initial level of success is experienced to be brought in later or with a following project. 

C an we look at how we build knowledge and awareness apart from how we market and promote 

or encourage dia log? Can we develop tools in isolation from education, promotion and feed

back?The answers are, of course, yes (we ’ve been doing it for years ! ) — but will this be effective ? 

Just as we are suggesting that more holistic approaches to thinking about the built environment 

are needed, we also need more holistic approaches to creating more motivated and capable pro

fessiona ls, stakeholders, and communities who are prepared to carry forward these changes. 

H ow can educational processes and tools further engage people in living their va lues? Who are 

we trying to reach with what messages and how can marketing and promotion reach the people 

who have not yet responded to past efforts to reach them — what is the key (or keys ) ? 

“ what will 
move 

people to
change

their will
ingness to
embrace 

new 
approaches

to green
design?” 
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“ H ow can

communic a

tion be used


to sustain

the energy


and

en thusiasm ”


What are some of the approaches that have promise in bringing about the types of 

changes proposed? 

• The design charrette has been used extensively to introduce teams to new concepts 

of green buildings and then integrated design. Can the charrette be used to introduce 

this more fundamental change? Our experience is that it is an effective way to intro

duce a new way of thinking as part of a real-world exercise. What needs to change in 

the way we organize and conduct charrettes? Is a charrette necessary? Are there 

other tools or methods that might work as well? How do we get people to the point of 

wanting a charrette in the first place? 

• Communication in various forms is essential at all stages of the process. We need to 

think about what forms of communication are most appropriate for various points in 

the process. What are leverage points or entry points? What are most effective ways 

to reach and respond to people at their own level and interest. How can communica

tion be used to sustain the energy and enthusiasm that participants feel following an 

effective charrette? 

The appendix found in the online version of this report conta ins profiles of ways in which peo

ple are working to create demand and build capabilities for the expanded approach. These 

profiles are structured in seven parts: approach, purpose / desired outcome, distinguishing 

elements, evolving capabilities, making it happen, examples, and additional thoughts. 
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new approaches for the built environment 
Those who are trying to move us beyond current green building efforts invoke a variety of 

“ lenses” to help us develop a deeper understanding and new approaches. Some of these 

lenses have been applied to specific projects and some have not, but could be.These 

include : 

• E cological Foot pri n t : a method for ca lculating how much land and water an individual or 

group requires to produce the resources it consumes and to absorb its wastes, given cur

rent technology; it demonstrates disparities in consumption among different populations 

and for different lifestyles and can illustrate the magnitude of change needed to reach 

equitable distribution of resources worldwide. 

• The Natur al Step : a framework of essential principles and an approach to susta inability 

that includes a strategy for action, as well as a methodology and processes for applying 

this framework in organizations. (http : / / www. natura lstep. org ) 

• C O2 B al an ci ng : when carbon stored in materia ls that are net carbon sinks is equal to or 

greater than the total carbon released as CO2 during the upstream life cycle stages of 

other materia ls or processes, the materia ls may have zero impact on global warming over 

their full lifecycle. 

• B iophi lia : innovation inspired by nature, using nature ’s models to solve human problems 

and va luing nature for what we can learn from it not just what we can extract from it 

(B iom im icry, Janine Benyus ) . 
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• Cradle-to-Cradle: a model in which all materials used in our economy can be manufac

tured in a benign way and reused indefinitely. Key aspects of this model include the 

elimination of toxic ingredients and byproducts, the use of renewable energy, and the 

separation of “technical nutrients” from “biological nutrients” (McDonough Braungart 

Design Chemistry, http://www.mbdc.com). 

• Life Cycle Assessment: compilation and evaluation of the inputs, outputs and the 

potential environmental impacts of a product system throughout its life cycle 

(http://www.lcacenter.org, http://www.setac.org/htdocs/who_intgrp_lca.html, 

http://www.uneptie.org/pc/sustain/lcinitiative/home.htm) 

• Input/ Output: a technique for analyzing economy-wide interdependencies; input-out

put life-cycle analysis (IO-LCA) involves supplementing conventional economic input-

output tables with indices quantifying flows of resources and emissions. This type of 

modeling, based on economic numbers of an entire nation’s economy, is much more 

complete than conventional, process-based, life-cycle assessment, but it is much less 

precise at an individual product level. 

(Not all new approaches, or lenses, have names—those listed above have been widely 

discussed and are the subject of publications.) 
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real world examples 
Some of the ideas discussed in this report may seem a bit abstract or idealistic. The 

appendix found in the online version of this report contains profiles of specific approaches, 

being used in actual projects, that exemplify many of these ideas. Hopefully these exam

ples will help to ground this thinking in the realities of day-to-day project delivery. 

1.	 An Integral Approach to Market Transformation, submitted by David Johnston 

2.	 Integrating Sustainability into Organizations—A Framework, submitted by 

Alex Zimmerman 

3.	 Regenerative Design, submitted by Bill Reed 

4.	 Comprehensive Stakeholder Engagement for the Alexandria Bay Port-of-Entry, by the 

Expanding Our Approach workshop participants, and the authors of this report 

The examples are structured in the following format: 

1. Approach:	 What is the new approach you are using or working on? 

What are the key elements of this approach? How is it 

different from what you and others have been doing? 

2. Purpose/desired outcome:	 What is the purpose? Why are you doing this? What are 

the results you're looking for? What is the change you're 

trying to create? 

3. Distinguishing elements: 	 How is your process different? What are the questions 

you're asking that are different from what guides a con

ventional process? 
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continue to explore 

4. Evolving capabilities: H ow has your understanding changed? What new capabil-

ities do you find that you need to work in this new way ? 

H ow have you changed in relation to what you ' re doing? 

5. Making it happen: How do you communicate these ideas with clients? 

Others? What motivates them to expand their thinking 

and approach? 

6. Examples: If you've tried this approach, tell the story. Please pro-

vide a brief description, and feel free to attach files or 

include links with additional details, case studies, 

papers, presentations, etc. 

7. Additional thoughts: Anything else you'd like to say about your approach. 

These examples are only a beginning and we encourage you to add to this section by 

submitting your own work, using the same structure. 
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ongoing process for dialog 

The exploration that was shared at the Pocantico workshop was only the beginning of a 

collaboration that reaches far beyond the workshop participants. Our conversation 

focused on views of the future and values that are important in shaping that future more 

sustainably. We did not have time to talk about specific approaches that participants are 

developing and using in their work or communications. 

An im porta nt goal of this report is to stimulate and pro v i de a mecha ni sm for car r y ing on 

di alog on approaches and com muni cations — what are people doing? What are the res ul ts ? 

How are you evolv ing your thinking and practi ce? How are you com muni cating these ideas 

w ith ot hers? How are you getting your information? How are you getting ot hers to join 

you — cl ie nts, ot her team members ? 

We have dev eloped a fram ew ork for these subm i ssions that we hope will make the subm i ssions 

more user fr ie ndly, for subm itters and readers.The fram ew ork asks that you answ er the questions 

outl ined in the prev ious section.You can also appe nd specific case st udies, papers, prese ntations , 

l inks to websites, and ot her mater i al that descr i bes your work. 

Fol lo w - up works hops are being purs ued as a way of shar ing these ideas with a wider audie nce and 

dev eloping them furt her.We hope that ideas and exper ie nces from more people will help in creating 

an effective vision and process, and that engaging some of the same people in additional ev e nts wil l 

al low the thinking about these ideas to evolv e . 
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With these same goals in mind, an interactive website has been created: 

http : / / gyre. buildinggreen. com. 

This website docum e nts the conv ersations and di sco v er ies that of the Poca nti co works hop, and it 

offers a for um for col l ecting exam pl es for fut ure versions this report. Over time the website ma y 

g row to include a much broader ra nge of mater i al and ideas from anyone who wishes to contr i bute . 

what’s on the website? 

An outl ine of the conte nt on the “Expa nding Our Approach” website, as of December, 2005, 

appears belo w. No log - in is required to view the conte nts, but users who choose to regi ster and 

log in can subm it com m e nts via a form at the bottom of most scree ns. 

Overview 

Pr elimina ries 

about the website, and the Expanding Our Approach workshop. 

Background explaining the rationale and goals of the workshop 

Key Questions submitted by participants in advance of the workshop 

Musings some participants wrote whole essays to go along with their 

questions. The contributions here came from Sim Van der Ryn, 

the Regenesis Crew, Kevin Hydes, Lisa Mathiessen, and Bungane 

Mehlomakulu. 
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-

Participant List names, affiliations, and a group photo 

Organizers the people who put the event together, with bios 

Workshop Sessions	 summaries of the proceedings and flip-chart images from all 

nine workshop sessions, including whole-group meetings and 

break-out sessions 

Follow-up 

Follow-up Musings three essays from participants responding to what they experi 

enced at the workshop 

Hot Reading books and other reading materials recommended by participants 

during the workshop, and the full text of Donella Meadows’ sem

inal Whole Earth Magazine article “Places to Intervene in a 

System” 

Related Initiatives a place to list other events, programs, and resources that users 

of the site should know about 

Greenbuild 2005 presentation slides and questions generated during the “Shifting 

Our Collective Mindset” session in Atlanta 

Report this document 
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go beyond
conventiona l 

final thoughts 

Green building is very important, but it doesn’t go nearly far enough. It isn’t enough for 

three reasons: 1) The number and scale of buildings under construction is growing fast 

enough to overwhelm the benefits of any incremental improvement in the performance 

of those buildings; 2) The environment has already been degraded and stressed to the 

point where restoration and regeneration are required; and 3) The creation of a building 

represents a moment in time when significant attention, energy, and capital are concen

trated, making positive interventions and even transformations possible. 

This report suggestions some ideas and approaches for going beyond conventional 

green building. Every project represents an opportunity for fundamental change in our 

society’s approach to ecology and buildings. We don’t have the luxury of taking a wait-

and-see attitude—we have to explore and exploit those opportunities. 
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